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Report title  

Background 

The Government has introduced a cap on the total amount of benefit that working-
age (ages 16 to 64) households can receive so that, broadly, households on out-of-
work benefits will no longer receive more in welfare payments than the average 
weekly wage for working households. This cap is £350 a week for single adults who 
don’t have children, or whose children don’t live with them, and £500 per week for a 
couple, with or without children, or a lone parent whose children live with them. If 
affected, a household’s Housing Benefit entitlement will be reduced so that the total 
amount of benefit received is no longer higher than the cap level.  

 

The benefit cap applied from 15 April 2013 in Bromley, Croydon, Enfield and 
Haringey Local Authorities. Remaining Local Authorities will apply the cap between 
15 July 2013 and the end of September. As such, all households identified as being 
appropriate to be capped will, in line with existing plans, have been capped by the 
end of September 2013.  

 

The cap applies to the combined income from benefits including:  

 the main out-of-work benefits (Jobseeker’s Allowance, Income Support, and 
Employment and Support Allowance except when the Support Component is in 
payment);  

 Housing Benefit;  

 Child Benefit; 

 Child Tax Credit; and  

 other benefits such as Carer’s Allowance.  

 

One-off payments, for example, Social Fund Loans and non-cash benefits, such as 
Free School Meals, are not included in the assessment of benefit income.  

 

Households which include someone who is entitled to Working Tax Credit (WTC) are 
excluded from the cap. This should increase the incentive for people to find 
employment because once they are in receipt of WTC their benefits will no longer be 
subject to the cap. 

 

All households with someone, including a child, with a current award of Disability 
Living Allowance, Personal Independence Payment or Attendance Allowance, or 
receiving the support component of Employment and Support Allowance or Industrial 
Injuries Benefits (and those receiving War Disablement Pension and the equivalent 
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payments from the Armed Forces Compensation Payments Scheme) are exempt 
from the benefit cap. This is in recognition of the extra costs disability can bring. 

 

The exemption is also extended to households which include a member who is in 
receipt of War Widow’s and War Widower’s Pension. This is in line with the 
Government’s commitment to offer special treatment to those who are serving or who 
have served in the Armed Forces, and to their dependants, in order to avoid 
disadvantage and recognise sacrifice for those seriously injured or killed.  

 

The cap only applies to people of working age so income from State Pension Credit 
will not count towards the cap. 

 

The Department for Work and Pensions commissioned Ipsos MORI to conduct two 
surveys to firstly examine perceptions of the policy among the general public and 
secondly some more targeted research to assess impacts of the policy prior to full 
implementation. 

 

This publication presents findings from both surveys.  

 

The analyses in this report have been prepared by Ipsos MORI, an independent 
research organisation operating under contract to DWP. 
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Methodologies 

To assess public attitudes to benefits in general and the Benefit Cap specifically, 
Ipsos MORI conducted a nationally-representative online survey among 2,017 British 
adults on the Ipsos Interactive Services panel and aged between 16 and 751. Data 
are weighted to be representative of Great Britain by key attributes including tenure, 
age, gender, region, social grade and work status.  

 

A more targeted telephone interview survey was conducted among 500 people who 
were notified within the last year that they would be capped but who subsequently 
moved into work.  

 

The DWP identified around 8,000 such people2 from which a random sample was 
selected to achieve 500 interviews. Survey data are weighted to the overall profile (at 
the time the sample was drawn) of those identified to be no longer affected by the 
Benefit Cap in terms of age, household structure and broad geographic region.  

 

Fieldwork for both surveys was conducted between Friday 31st May and Wednesday 
5th June 2013 inclusive. 

 

                                            
1 The i:omnibus survey is conducted weekly and generates a sample of c2,000 adults aged 16 to 75 
across Great Britain. The sample is built using Ipsos’ online panels based around a response rate of 
30% to achieve the final sample of responses. The drawn sample closely mirrors the population on 
key demographics such as age, gender, work status and region and is weighted to reflect these and 
other key variables such as tenure. 
2 For more details on the numbers of claimants moving into work see Jobcentre Plus activity regarding 
claimants who have been identified as potentially impacted by the benefit cap, DWP, 2013 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/jobcentre-plus-activity-regarding-claimants-who-have-
been-identified-as-potentially-impacted-by-the-benefit-cap 
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Perceptions of the general 
public on the Benefit Cap 

An online survey of just over 2,000 British adults was conducted to assess public 
attitudes to benefits in general and the Benefit Cap specifically. 

 

Attitudes to Welfare and Awareness of the 
Benefit Cap 
 

The survey reveals a consensus among the British public that ‘it is important to have 
a benefits system to provide a safety net for anyone who needs it’. 88% agree that 
this is true, while just 4% disagree. However, few think the present system is 
effective: just 11% agree that the benefits system is working effectively at present in 
Britain compared with 69% who disagree. 

 

Similarly, by a margin of 2.5 to 1, the British public say that the benefits system is too 
generous as opposed to not generous enough (50% against 20%). 16% think the 
system gets the balance about right. 

 

When asked how much they knew about the Benefit Cap before the survey, around 
three in ten of the population (29%) say they knew a great deal or fair amount about 
the policy, while 42% say they knew just a little. A further 18% had heard of the policy 
but knew nothing about it, while 8% had never heard of it before starting to complete 
the survey. 

 

By comparison, nearly half (49%) say they were aware of the removal of the spare 
room subsidy before the survey, a likely consequence of the policy having been 
implemented in April and the media attention it has received since then. 

 

Support for and opposition to the Benefit Cap 
 

Results from the national online poll show strong support for the Benefit Cap among 
the British public. 
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In order to gain an understanding of support or opposition to the policy, respondents 
were asked four questions about the Benefit Cap. The first question asked 
respondents if they support or oppose the benefit cap ‘in principle’. On this measure, 
73% of the British public support the cap, with 12% opposed. 

 

Respondents were then asked if they support or oppose the cap ‘at £26,000 a year’. 
Results are very similar, with support at 70% and opposition at 13%. In addition, the 
255 respondents who say they oppose the cap at £26,000 were asked why they said 
this. 84 (4% of all respondents) say they oppose it because £26,000 is too high, 
suggesting a lower cap might potentially increase overall levels of support. 

 

The third measure of public support or opposition to the cap framed the question 
slightly differently, asking respondents if they support or oppose the cap ‘at the 
average amount which working households earn per year after tax’. Again, the 
majority support the policy when it is framed this way: 67% support the policy 
compared with 12% who oppose it. 

 

The fourth and final measure of public support or opposition to the cap provided a 
more detailed explanation of the nature of the cap, who it applies to and who is 
exempt, and the numbers it is anticipated to affect (according to the DWP’s 
estimates). Again, by a margin of five to one, the public support the policy: 68% say 
they support the policy, while 13% oppose it. 

 

Support for the cap across all four measures is characterised by strength of support: 
one third (33%) say they strongly support the policy compared with 5% who strongly 
oppose it when given a more detailed explanation. Another feature of support for the 
cap is also its universal favourability: net support (those who support the policy minus 
those who oppose it) is positive across all demographic groups we are able to 
analyse by, for example age, gender, geographic region and social class among 
others. 

 

Attitudes about the possible impact of the 
Benefit Cap on those affected 
 

The survey included questions about some of the potential impacts of the Benefit 
Cap on affected households, and whether respondents would support or oppose the 
policy if these impacts were realised after implementation. 
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The British public would, broadly speaking, be supportive of the policy if ‘it reduced 
the total amount the Government spent on benefits’. 67% support the policy on this 
basis, while just 9% oppose it. The public are also largely supportive of the policy if ‘it 
meant that those benefit claimants affected by the cap had to take low paid jobs’, 
with 60% saying they support the policy on this outcome, and just 14% saying they 
oppose it. 

 

However, the margin of support narrows where impacts relating to income and 
housing are concerned. When asked about the extent to which they would support or 
oppose capping benefits if ‘it meant that those benefit claimants affected by the cap 
had less income to cover living costs and bills’, 49% support the policy while 22% 
oppose. The margin of support for the Benefit Cap narrows still further if ‘it meant that 
those benefit claimants affected by the cap had to move to other areas to find more 
affordable accommodation’. Here, 44% support the policy and 26% oppose it. 
However, even with the addition of these qualifiers, net support remains positive. 

 

Respondents were also given a series of possible actions that those who will be 
capped might take in response to the Benefit Cap, and asked whether they thought 
households should or should not be prepared to take those actions. Four in five 
(80%) thought those affected should ‘find ways of reducing their living costs and 
bills’, while just 9% say they should not have to do this. Seven in ten (70%) believe 
that those affected should be prepared to find new or alternative work or work more 
hours, compared with 12% who say they should not. 

 

As observed earlier, the margin of support narrows where housing is concerned but 
still, on balance, the public feel that those who are capped should be prepared to 
take action with regard to where they live. Most think that people affected by the 
Benefit Cap should ‘move to a cheaper property’ (65% should, 17% should not), 
while a smaller proportion think that those affected should be prepared to ‘move to a 
similar size property in a cheaper area’ (51% should, 26% should not). 
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Pre-implementation effects of 
the Benefit Cap 

A targeted telephone interview survey was conducted among those notified they 
would be affected by the Benefit Cap within the last year and who subsequently 
found work. The survey investigated the effects on their behaviours and specifically 
whether notification encouraged them to find work.  

 

Characteristics of survey respondents 
 

The vast majority of those surveyed are still in work: 87% say they are in either full-
time or part-time employment or are self-employed. Of those who are currently 
employed, around two in five (39%) either work full-time (more than 29 hours per 
week) or are self-employed. Over half (55%) are in part-time employment working 
between 16 and 29 hours per week, while 7% work part-time for fewer than 16 hours 
per week. 

 

When asked about their employment history, around two in five respondents (45%) 
say they have sometimes, rarely or never been in paid employment since leaving 
school or further education. Around half say they have always or mostly been in paid 
employment (52%).  

 

The vast majority of those surveyed are in families with at least one child under 16 
living at home (89%). More than half (55%) are single-parent households. Most 
households contain at least four people. 

 

Around two in five live in the social rented sector (41%), while the majority live in 
private (or other) accommodation (59%). More than half of those surveyed live in 
London (54%), while 46% live elsewhere in Great Britain. 

 

The survey indicates that most are confident in their ability to compete for work, but 
perceive a lack of jobs in their local area to be a barrier to finding work. Specifically, 
most (70%) agree that they have ‘sufficient skills and experience to compete for jobs 
in my local area’, while just 22% disagree. However, a large proportion (62%) 
disagree that ‘there is a good supply of jobs in my local area’, a statement with which 
fewer than three in ten agree (29%). 
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Knowledge and awareness of the Benefit Cap 
and sources of information 
 

Most of those surveyed say they had at least heard of the changes (85%), with 15% 
saying they had never heard of them. Around one third (34%) say they knew a great 
deal or fair amount before we contacted them, while 31% say they knew just a little. 

 

While most had heard of the Benefit Cap changes, there are mixed views about 
whether or not they will be affected by the policy at the time of interview. Some 41% 
think they will not be affected, 34% say they will while 24% say they don’t know. 

 

A majority of respondents (57%) say they remember receiving written notification that 
their household would be affected by the Benefit Cap. Of the 43% who say they do 
not remember, one quarter (25%) say they were aware before the interview that they 
would be affected. This means that, in total, more than two-thirds (68%) of those 
surveyed recalled either receiving written notification or were aware that they would 
be affected by the Benefit Cap. 

 

Over half (54%) of those who remember receiving written notification say the first 
notification they received about the Benefit Cap was easy to understand, while 37% 
thought it was difficult to understand. Those from a black or ethnic minority 
background were more likely to say they found the communication difficult to 
understand: 68% feel this way. 

 

The vast majority - 73% - say they received written notification from DWP or from Job 
Centre Plus. A further 36% received notification from their local authority, while 4% 
and 1% respectively received notification from their landlord or other sources. 

 

Stated impacts of the policy 
 

There is evidence that the policy has encouraged some claimants to take action to 
avoid the Benefit Cap before implementation. Looking specifically at those who 
remember receiving notification or were aware that they were affected, just under half 
(47%) say they took some form of action as a result, 62% of whom say the action 
they took was to look for a job. That equates to 29% of all those who received 
notification or were aware that they would be affected. Other actions most commonly 
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mentioned include seeking advice (16%) and supplementing income from other work 
related activities. 

 

A majority of those saying they had not taken action following notification or 
becoming aware that they would be affected say they were already actively looking 
for work in the immediate weeks before (68%). 

 

Those currently in work and who remember receiving notification that they would be 
affected by the Benefit Cap (n=213) were asked when they received the first written 
notification, and how long they have had their current job. 

 

Analysis of the data shows that 61% of this sub-group found their current job after 
they received notification that they would be affected by the cap. This figure 
increases to 72% of those in this sub-group who report having been infrequently in 
the workplace during their working lives, that is to say those who say they have 
sometimes, rarely or never been in paid employment. This analysis is confined to 
correlation and does not show causation but nonetheless among this group, those 
finding work after notification outnumber those who found work before it by nearly 
two to one (61% against 35%). 

 

The survey also found that people in work at the time of the survey and who 
remember receiving notification or were aware that they would be affected by the 
Benefit Cap are more likely to feel better off or no worse off financially than they 
thought they would be before finding work. 

 

Among this group, 62% thought they would be financially better off or about the same 
in work before finding a job. This increases by 14 percentage points to 76% who 
think they are financially better off or about the same now that they have found 
employment. 
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Contacts  

 
Press enquiries should be directed to the Department for Work and Pensions  
press office.  
Media enquiries: 0203 267 5129  
Out of hours: 0203 267 5144  
Website: www.gov.uk/dwp    
Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/dwppressoffice 
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Topline Data: Perceptions of 
the general public on the 
Benefit Cap 

 Ipsos MORI interviewed a sample of 2,017 members of the British public aged 
between 16 and 75 from the Ipsos Interactive Services panel. 

 Interviews were carried out online. 

 Fieldwork was conducted between 31st May and 5th June 2013. 

 Results are based on all respondents unless otherwise stated. 

 Data is weighted and is representative of the GB profile by tenure, age, gender, 
region, social grade, working status and main shopper in the household. 

 An asterisk (*) denotes a finding of less than 0.5%, but greater than zero.  

 Where results do not sum to 100 this may be due to multiple responses or 
computer rounding. 

 

CB1. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

Base: All respondents 

 % % 

 It is important 
to have a 
benefits 

system to 
provide a 

safety net for 
anyone who 

needs it 

The benefits 
system is 
working 
effectively at 
present in 
Britain 

Strongly agree 49 2 

Tend to agree 39 9 

Neither agree nor disagree 7 18 

Tend to disagree 2 38 

Strongly disagree 1 32 

Don’t know 1 2 
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CB2. Generally speaking, do you think the benefits system in Britain is too 
generous, not generous enough or gets the balance about right? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Too generous 50 

Is not generous enough 20 

Gets the balance about right 16 

Don’t know 14 

 

CB2a. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % 

 There are 
some groups 

of people 
who claim 

benefits that 
should have 
their benefits 

cut 

Benefit 
payments for 
unemployed 
people are 
too high and 
discourage 
them from 
finding jobs 

Politicians 
need to do 
more to 
reduce the 
amount of 
money paid 
out in 
benefits 

Strongly agree 54 20 25 

Tend to agree 31 27 34 

Neither agree nor disagree 7 20 21 

Tend to disagree 3 19 11 

Strongly disagree 2 12 7 

Don’t know 2 2 2 
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CB3. How much, if anything, would you say you know about the following 
types of benefit – that is, how someone qualifies for them, what they have to do 
to remain on them and how much they are paid? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % % % 

 Housing 
Benefit (or 

Local 
Housing 

Allowance) 

State 
Retirement 
Pension 

Job 
Seekers 
Allowance 

Incapacity 
Benefit or 
Severe 
Disablement 
Allowance 
(called 
Employment 
and Support 
Allowance for 
new claims) 

Income 
Support

A great deal 10 16 10 10 7 

A fair amount 25 33 28 22 20 

Just a little 40 34 42 39 44 

Heard of, know 
nothing about 

21 12 14 23 24 

Never heard of * 1 * 1 1 

Don’t know 5 4 5 5 5 

 

CB4. As you may know, the Government is introducing changes to the 
payment of benefits including how much people on benefits are paid. How 
much, if anything, would you say you know about these changes? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

A great deal 6 

A fair amount 23 

Just a little 49 

Heard of, know nothing about 17 

Never heard of 2 

Don’t know 3 
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CB5. As you may know, one of the changes the Government is introducing will 
mean capping the total amount of benefits that any working age household 
with no-one in work can receive a year. Before starting to complete this survey 
how much, if anything, did you know about this change? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

A great deal 6 

A fair amount 23 

Just a little 42 

Heard of, know nothing about 18 

Never heard of 8 

Don’t know 2 

 

CB6. As you may know, the Government is reducing the amount of housing 
benefit that those living in social housing (those renting from a council or 
housing association) receive if they have more bedrooms than they need – for 
example, a couple with no children would have their benefits cut if they had 
more than one bedroom. Before starting to complete this survey how much, if 
anything, did you know about this change? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

A great deal 13 

A fair amount 36 

Just a little 39 

Heard of, know nothing about 9 

Never heard of 2 

Don’t know 1 
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CB7. In principle, do you support or oppose the amount of housing benefit 
being reduced for those living in social housing (rented from a council or 
housing association) receive if they have more bedrooms than they need? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Strongly support 20 

Tend to support 30 

Neither support nor oppose 17 

Tend to oppose 17 

Strongly oppose 13 

Don’t know  4 

 

CB8. In principle, do you support or oppose capping the total amount of 
benefits that any household can receive a year? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Strongly support 34 

Tend to support 40 

Neither support nor oppose 11 

Tend to oppose 7 

Strongly oppose 5 

Don’t know  4 
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CB9. Do you support or oppose capping the total amount of benefits that any 
household can receive at £26,000 a year?  

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Strongly support 41 

Tend to support 29 

Neither support nor oppose 13 

Tend to oppose 8 

Strongly oppose 4 

Don’t know  5 

 

CB9a. Do you support or oppose capping the total amount of benefits that any 
household can receive at the average amount which working households earn 
per year after tax? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Strongly support 32 

Tend to support 35 

Neither support nor oppose 15 

Tend to oppose 8 

Strongly oppose 4 

Don’t know  6 
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CB9b. You said that you opposed capping the total amount of benefits that any 
household can receive at £26,000 a year. Is that because the cap is too high, 
too low, because you don’t think there should be a cap, or for some other 
reason? 

Base: All Adults who oppose capping the total amount of benefits that any 
household can receive at £26,000 per year (n= 253) 

 

 % 

Don’t think there should be a 
cap 

37 

Cap too high 33 

Cap too low 15 

Too general / every household 
is different / cannot deal with 
exceptional needs 

3 

Regional aspect / based on 
local conditions / London 
versus other parts of the 
country 

2 

Rents are too high in certain 
areas / it takes no account of 
high rents / rents should be 
controlled first 

2 

Depends on the number of 
people / dependants in the 
household 

1 

(The cost of) Caring for a 
disabled child should be taken 
into consideration 

1 

Some other reason 5 

Don’t know 3 
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CB10. The cap on benefits only applies to households with working age benefit 
claimants, that is households in which one of the adults is below retirement 
age and in which no-one is in work. There are some exemptions – for example, 
those who are in receipt of Disability Living Allowance or in work receiving 
working tax credits.  

The cap works out at a maximum of about £500 per week for couples and lone 
parents and £350 per week for single adults. 

It is estimated by the Government that the number of households affected is 
40,000, the number of adults affected is 60,000 and the number of children 
affected is 160,000. Larger households with no adult in work will be affected 
the most, as will those living in areas where housing costs are high.  

With this in mind, do you support or oppose capping the total amount of 
benefits that any household can receive?  

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Strongly support 33 

Tend to support 36 

Neither support nor oppose 13 

Tend to oppose 8 

Strongly oppose 5 

Don’t know  5 
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CB11. To what extent do you support or oppose capping the total amount of 
benefits that any non-pensioner household can receive at £26,000 a year if…? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % % 

 …it reduced 
the total 

amount the 
Government 

spent on 
benefits? 

…it meant 
that those 
benefit 
claimants 
affected by 
the cap had 
less income 
to cover 
living costs 
and bills? 

…it meant 
that those 
benefit 
claimants 
affected by 
the cap had 
to take low 
paid jobs? 

…it meant that 
those benefit 
claimants 
affected by the 
cap had to move 
to other areas to 
find more 
affordable 
accommodation?

Strongly support 33 19 26 18 

Tend to support 34 29 34 26 

Neither support nor 
oppose 

19 24 22 25 

Tend to oppose 5 14 9 16 

Strongly oppose 4 8 5 10 

Don’t know  5 5 5 5 
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CB12. To what extent do you agree or disagree with these statements? 
Capping the total amount of benefits that any household can receive at £26,000 
a year… 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % 

 …is fair if it means 
that households with 

no-one in work 
cannot receive more 
in benefits than the 

average amount 
working households 
receive in pay after 

tax? 

…will 
encourage 
those whose 
benefit is 
capped to 
move off 
benefits by, for 
example, 
finding work? 

….is unfair 
on those 
benefit 
claimants 
living in 
areas where 
housing 
costs are 
high? 

Strongly agree 47 33 11 

Tend to agree 30 34 24 

Neither agree nor 
disagree 

13 16 26 

Tend to disagree 3 8 21 

Strongly disagree 3 5 13 

Don’t know 4 4 4 
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CB13. For each of these please indicate whether you think households affected 
by the cap should or should not be prepared to… 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % % 

 …move to a 
cheaper 
property 

…move to a 
similar size 
property in a 
cheaper 
area 

…find ways 
of reducing 
their living 
costs and 
bills 

…find new 
or alternative 
work or work 
more hours 

Should 65 51 80 70 

Should not 17 25 9 12 

Don’t know 19 24 11 17 

 

CB14. For each of these please indicate whether you think households living in 
social housing whose housing benefit has been reduced because they have 
more bedrooms than they need should or should not be prepared to… 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % % 

 …move to a 
smaller 

property in 
the same 

area 

…move to a 
smaller 
property 
even if this 
means 
moving to  a 
new area 

…find ways 
of reducing 
their living 
costs and 
bills 

…find new 
or alternative 
work or work 
more hours 

Should 68 40 74 65 

Should not 16 37 12 16 

Don’t know 15 23 14 19 
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Topline Data: Pre-
implementation effects of the 
Benefit Cap 

 Ipsos MORI interviewed a sample of 500 people who were previously affected by 
the benefit cap but are believed to have found work since being notified 

 Sample was provided by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), with 
interviews carried out by telephone 

 Fieldwork was conducted between 31st May and 5th June 2013 

 Results are based on all respondents unless otherwise stated 

 Data is weighted and is representative of the profile of those no longer affected by 
the benefit cap by age, region and household structure 

 An asterisk (*) denotes a finding of less than 0.5%, but greater than zero 

 Where results do not sum to 100 this may be due to multiple responses or 
computer rounding 
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AA1. Taking your local area to be the area within 15-20 minutes travelling 
distance from your home, to what extent do you agree or disagree with the 
following statements?  

Base: All respondents 

 

 % % % % 

 There is a 
good supply of 

jobs in my 
local area 

I have 
sufficient skills 

and 
experience to 
compete for 
jobs in my 
local area 

I would be 
willing to move 

home away 
from my local 
area in order 
to find work 

Benefit 
payments for 
unemployed 

people are too 
high and 

discourage 
them from 

finding jobs 

Strongly agree 12 39 20 19 

Tend to agree 17 31 17 14 

Neither agree nor 
disagree 

5 6 6 14 

Tend to disagree 21 12 14 18 

Strongly disagree 42 10 42 31 

Don’t know 4 2 1 4 
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AA1a. If you would be willing to move home away from your local area to find 
work, what is the furthest distance in miles you would be prepared to move, if 
any, from here to find work? 

Base: All respondents who agree that they would be willing to move home 
away from their local area to find work (n=182) 

 

 % 

None, would not be prepared to move or 
can’t move 

3 

Less than 2 miles 1 

2 - 5 miles 15 

6 - 10 miles 14 

11 - 20 miles 15 

21 miles or more 39 

Don’t know 12 

 

AA2. As you may know, one of the changes the Government is introducing will 
mean capping the total amount of benefits that any working age household 
with no-one in work can receive a year. Before starting to complete this survey 
how much, if anything, did you know about this change? 

Base: All respondents 

 
 % 

A great deal  12 

A fair amount  22 

Just a little 31 

Heard of, know nothing about 19 

Never heard of 15 

Don’t know  1 
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CS1. Can I just check, which of these best describes your current work status? 

Base: All respondents 

 
 % 

Working full-time (30 hours a week or 
more) 

21 

Working part-time (16-29 hours a week) 48 

Working part-time (Less than 16 hours a 
week) 

6 

Self-employed  13 

Unemployed – seeking work 6 

Unemployed – not seeking work 3 

Fully retired - 

Long term sick or disabled 1 

Full-time education, training scheme/ 
apprenticeship 

1 

Carer 2 

Other * 

 

CS2. Which of the following best describes your employment history since 
leaving school/ further education? 

Base: All respondents 

 
 % 

I have always been in paid employment 10 

I have mostly been in paid employment 43 

I have sometimes been in paid 
employment 

29 

I have rarely been in paid employment 10 

I have never been in paid employment 5 

Not applicable 2 

Refused 1 
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CS3. Now thinking about the last 12 months, how many, if any, full or part time 
jobs have you had?  

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

None 18 

One 64 

Two 13 

Three or more 5 

 

CS3a. Thinking about the main job you currently have, [IF MORE THAN ONE IN 
CS3: “that is the job you spent the most amount of time doing”] how long have 
you had this job? 

Base: All who have had a job in the last 12 months (n=392) 

 

CS3b. And how long have you had your other job(s)? 

Base: All who have had more than one job in the last 12 months (n=85) 

 

 % % 

 CS3a CS3b 

Less than 1 month 3 11 

1 month or more but less than 3 
months 

15 
23 

3 months or more but less than 6 
months 

24 
19 

6 months or more but less than 12 
months 

32 
11 

1 year or more but less than 2 years 14 11 

2 years or more but less than 3 years 4 8 

3 years or more but less than 5 years 3 6 

5 years or more 5 2 

Don’t know - 8 
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NO1. Do you remember receiving written notification informing you that your 
household would be affected by the Benefit Cap or not? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Yes 57 

No 38 

Don’t know 6 

 

NO2. From which, if any, of the following did you receive written notification 
that your household would be affected by the Benefit Cap? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 
 % 

Department for Work and Pensions / 
Job Centre Plus 

73 

Local Authority/ Council 36 

Your landlord 4 

Someone else  1 

Don’t know / can’t remember  3 

 

NO2a. And who did you receive the FIRST written notification from? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap from 
more than one organisation (n=45) 

 
 % 

Department for Work and Pensions / 
Job Centre Plus 

49 

Local Authority/ Council 34 

Don’t know / can’t remember  17 
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NO3. When did you receive the FIRST written notification that you would be 
affected by the Benefit Cap? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 

 % 

Within the last month 3 

Within the last 1 to 3 months 12 

Within the last 3 to 6 months 33 

Within the last 6 to 12 months 32 

More than 12 months ago 14 

Don’t know / can’t remember 5 

 

NO4. How easy or difficult was it to understand the FIRST written notification 
you received about the Benefit Cap? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 

 % 

Very easy 22 

Fairly easy 32 

Neither easy nor difficult 8 

Fairly difficult 17 

Very difficult 20 

Don’t know 1 
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RE1. Now thinking about the period BEFORE you were first notified that you 
would be affected, for how long had you/ your household been receiving any 
type of benefits? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 

 % 

Less than 6 months 5 

6 months or more but less than 12 
months 

10 

1 year or more but less than 2 years 15 

2 years or more but less than 3 years 13 

3 years or more but less than 5 years 16 

5 years or more but less than 10 years 24 

10 years or more 12 

Don’t know 5 

 

RE2. And thinking about the immediate weeks before you were first notified 
that you would be affected by the Benefit Cap, were you actively looking for 
work during this time or not? By actively looking for work I mean submitting 
CV / applications, attending interviews for example? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 

 % 

Yes 71 

No 28 

Don’t know 1 
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RE3. After you were first notified that you would be affected by the Benefit Cap, 
did you think you would be financially better or worse off in work, or did you 
think you would be about the same? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 

 % 

Better off 40 

Worse off  28 

About the same  24 

Don’t know 7 
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RE4. After you were first notified that you would be affected by the Benefit Cap, 
what actions did you take, if any? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

RE4a. And BEFORE you were first notified were you already doing this/which 
of these, if any, were you already doing? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
took action afterwards (n=137) 

 
 % % 

 RE4 RE4a 

Nothing  46 X 

Looked for a job  31 52 

Spoke to Department for Work and 
Pensions/ Job Centre Plus 

5 2 

Spoke to council or other organisation for 
advice 

4 4 

Increased the number of hours worked at 
current job  

3 2 

Looked for a better paid job   3 2 

Moved to a cheaper home in the same 
area   

2 1 

Spent less on household essentials (e.g. 
food, heating)  

1 1 

Undertook courses and training to help 
find a job 

1 - 

Became self-employed 1 - 

Looked to renegotiate a lower rent with 
landlord 

1 1 

Spent less on non-essentials (e.g. going 
out, holidays)  

* - 

Moved to a home in a cheaper area * - 

Looked for an additional (i.e. second or 
third) job 

* 1 

Other  3 14 

Don’t know/ can’t remember 5 - 
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RE5. Again thinking about AFTER you were first notified about the Benefit Cap, 
which of these, if any, best describes the main reasons you had for taking this/ 
these action(s)? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
took action afterwards (n=137) 

 

 % 

I wanted to avoid the cap to avoid a drop in 
household income  

36 

I was offered help with moving into work 28 

I wanted to deal with the cap by reducing household 
spending 

18 

I was offered help with understanding the Cap 17 

I was offered help with other aspects (e.g. childcare 
costs) 

11 

I wanted to avoid the cap for some other reason 9 

I was offered help with moving home 4 

Something else 11 

Don’t know 11 
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RE6. Thinking again about AFTER you were first notified about the Benefit Cap, 
how concerned, if at all, were you that the following would impact on your 
household income? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
took action specifically to avoid a drop in household income (n=49) 

 

 % % % % 

 The Benefit 
Cap 

The size criteria 
also sometimes 

called the 
‘bedroom tax’ or 

‘spare room 
subsidy’ 

Changes to 
Local Housing 

Allowance 

Direct payment 
of housing 

benefit to you 
rather than 

your landlord 

Very concerned 58 39 51 30 

Fairly concerned 25 11 21 12 

Not very concerned 4 4 10 23 

Not at all concerned 4 18 10 18 

Not applicable 7 25 8 14 

Don’t know  2 2 - 4 
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RE7. You mentioned you were looking for a job after you were notified that you 
would be affected by the Benefit Cap. What were the main barriers to finding 
work, if any? INTERVIEWER PROMPT:  Anything else? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
looked for a job after being notified (n=90) 

 

 % 

Lack of available jobs 22 

Cost of childcare 22 

Lack of qualifications or experience 18 

Lack of appropriate jobs (right skills or salary) 16 

Nothing  14 

Language barrier 4 

Cost of transport to work 3 

Health-related issues 2 

Another reason 11 

Don’t know 7 

 

RE8. Did you seek any advice or support about the Benefit Cap after you were 
first notified or not? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=280) 

 

 % 

Yes 28 

No 71 

Don’t know 1 
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RE9. From whom did you seek advice or support? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
sought advice or support (n=77) 

 
 % 

Department for Work and Pensions/ Job Centre Plus 
staff 

62 

Local Authority/ council staff 20 

Housing Association staff 7 

Citizens Advice Bureau 7 

Other advice service 3 

Other 8 

Don’t know 6 

 

RE10. What things did you receive advice or support for? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
sought advice or support (n=77) 

 
 % 

Benefits advice 50 

Finding work 27 

Applying for jobs 14 

Moving home 9 

Household budgeting 8 

Money management 5 

Training/ qualification opportunities 5 

Paying rent 3 

Childcare advice 2 

Other advice or support 5 

Don’t know  4 
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RE11. To what extent would you say the advice or support you received helped 
you better manage moving into work? 

Base: All who remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap and 
sought advice or support (n=77) 

 

 % 

A great deal  35 

A fair amount  10 

Not very much 26 

Not at all 15 

Not applicable 10 

Don’t know 4 

 

NN1. Before this interview were you aware or not that you would be affected by 
the Benefit Cap? 

Base: All who do not remember receiving written notification of the benefit cap 
(n=220) 

 

 % 

Yes 25 

No 70 

Don’t know 5 
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NN2. Now thinking about the period BEFORE you became aware that you 
would be affected, for how long had you/ your household been receiving any 
type of benefits? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware before the interview that they would be 
affected by it (n=53) 

 

 % 

Less than 6 months 6 

6 months or more but less than 12 
months 

4 

1 year or more but less than 2 years 21 

2 years or more but less than 3 years 16 

3 years or more but less than 5 years 14 

5 years or more but less than 10 years 20 

10 years or more 16 

Don’t know 4 

 

NN3. And thinking about the immediate weeks before you became aware that 
you would be affected by the Benefit Cap, were you actively looking for work 
during this time or not? By actively looking for work I mean submitting CV / 
applications, attending interviews for example? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware before the interview that they would be 
affected by it (n=53) 

 

 % 

Yes 75 

No 25 
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NN4. After you became aware that you would be affected by the Benefit Cap, 
did you think you would be financially better or worse off in work, or did you 
think you would be about the same? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware before the interview that they would be 
affected by it (n=53) 

 

 % 

Better off 39 

Worse off  26 

About the same  25 

Don’t know 10 
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NN5. After you became aware that you would be affected by the Benefit Cap, 
what actions did you take, if any?  

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware before the interview that they would be 
affected by it (n=53) 

 

NN5a. And BEFORE you became aware were you already doing this/which of 
these, if any, were you already doing? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap, but were aware before the interview that they would be affected 
and took action after becoming aware (n=20) 

 
 % % 

 NN5 NN5a 

Nothing 59 X 

Looked for a job 23 57 

Spoke to Department for Work and Pensions/ Job 
Centre Plus 

4 
5 

Spent less on household essentials (e.g. food, 
heating)  

3 
- 

Spent less on non-essentials (e.g. going out, 
holidays)  

3 
5 

Looked for an additional (i.e. second or third) job 1 - 

Increased the number of hours worked at current 
job  

1 
4 

Other  5 5 

None X 24 

Don’t know/ can’t remember 5 - 
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NN6. Again thinking about AFTER you became aware about the Benefit Cap, 
which of these, if any, best describes the main reasons you had for taking this/ 
these action(s)? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap, but were aware before the interview that they would be affected 
and took action after becoming aware (n=20) 

 

 % 

I wanted to avoid the cap to avoid a drop in 
household income  

45 

I was offered help with moving into work 21 

I was offered help with understanding the Cap 16 

I wanted to deal with the cap by reducing household 
spending 

15 

I was offered help with other aspects (e.g. childcare 
costs) 

11 

I wanted to avoid the cap for some other reason 10 

Something else 10 

Don’t know 16 
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NN7. Thinking again about AFTER you became aware about the Benefit Cap, 
how concerned, if at all, were you that the following would impact on your 
household income? 

Base: All those who don't remember being written to about the benefit cap but 
who took action after becoming aware specifically to avoid a drop in household 
income (n=9) 

 

 % % % % 

 The Benefit 
Cap 

The size criteria 
also sometimes 

called the 
‘bedroom tax’ or 

‘spare room 
subsidy’ 

Changes to 
Local Housing 

Allowance 

Direct payment 
of housing 

benefit to you 
rather than 

your landlord 

Very concerned 64 56 34 22 

Fairly concerned 12 - 23 12 

Not very concerned 12 12 - 21 

Not at all concerned 12 - 10 - 

Not applicable - 33 24 45 

Don’t know  - - 9 - 

 

NN8. You mentioned you were looking for a job after you became aware that 
you would be affected by the Benefit Cap. What were the main barriers to 
finding work, if any? 

Base: All those who don't remember being written to but who did know about 
the cap and who looked for a job after becoming aware (n=13) 

 

 % 

Lack of available jobs 39 

Cost of childcare 24 

Cost of transport to work 16 

Nothing  14 

Lack of qualifications or experience 8 

Another reason 23 

Don’t know 9 
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NN9. Did you seek any advice or support about the Benefit Cap after you 
became aware you would be affected or not? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware before the interview that they would be 
affected by it (n=53) 

 

 % 

Yes 31 

No 69 

 

NN10. From whom did you seek advice or support? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware that they would be affected by it and sought 
advice or support (n=16) 

 
 % 

Department for Work and Pensions/ Job Centre Plus 
staff 

69 

Local Authority/ council staff 11 

Housing Association staff 7 

Other advice service 7 

Citizens Advice Bureau 6 

Other 12 
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NN11. What things did you receive advice or support for? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware that they would be affected by it and sought 
advice or support (n=16) 

 
 % 

Benefits advice 67 

Finding work 13 

Moving home 11 

Applying for jobs 7 

Childcare advice 7 

Money management 6 

Other advice or support 13 

 
NN12. To what extent would you say the advice or support you received helped 
you better manage moving into work? 

Base: All those who do not remember receiving written notification of the 
benefit cap but who were aware that they would be affected by it and sought 
advice or support (n=16) 

 

 % 

A great deal  13 

A fair amount  14 

Not very much 18 

Not at all 30 

Not applicable 18 

Don’t know 7 
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CA1. To the best of your knowledge currently, will you be affected by the 
Benefit Cap or not? 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Yes 34 

No 41 

Don’t know 24 

 

CA2. For what reasons will you no longer be affected by the Benefit Cap? 

Base: All those who say they will not be affected by the benefit cap (n=208) 

 

 % 

I have found employment 74 

I am claiming an exempt benefit (e.g. Disability Living 
Allowance, Employment Support Allowance, War pensions 
or industrial injuries benefits) 

4 

Reduction or loss of benefits that contribute to the cap 3 

Change in household circumstances 2 

Other household member(s) has found employment 2 

Moved to cheaper accommodation 2 

I believe I qualify for the grace period 1 

Other 10 

Don’t know 8 
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47 

FM1. How often, in the last 12 months, have you or your household run out of 
money before the end of the week or month? Please include any times when 
you have run out of money and had to use your credit card, an overdraft, or 
borrow to get by. Has that happened… 

Base: All respondents 

 

 % 

Very often 38 

Fairly often 30 

Hardly ever 16 

Never 14 

Don’t know 2 

Refused/prefer not to say * 

 

FM2. Overall, do you think you are financially better or worse off in work, or is 
there no difference? 

Base: All those who are working (n=436) 

 

 % 

Better off 46 

Worse off  22 

About the same  29 

Don’t know 3 
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